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ABSTRACT: In this work, oxidation processes are correlated with the current−voltage
characteristics of few-layer black phosphorus obtained by liquid-phase exfoliation. Black
phosphorous (BP), a room-temperature p-type semiconductor, exhibits an anomalous switching
behavior between 373 and 448 K. The anomalous increase in electrical resistance is explained
using a combined spectroscopic and DFT approach. The activation energy for thermally activated
electrical conductance was calculated from the current−voltage characteristics and correlated
with the oxidation processes. The activation energy for thermally activated electrical conductance
in the dangling oxide BP phase was found to be 79.7 meV, ∼ 40 times lower than that in the
interstitial counterpart. First-principles calculations reveal electronic differences between dangling
and interstitial oxides, and electrical resistance measurements reveal a Schottky-to-ohmic contact formation related to the differences
in the calculated work function of dangling and interstitial oxides. We propose that this phenomenon can be exploited as a fast,
economical method for the evaluation of the oxidation processes in few-layer BP.
■ INTRODUCTION
Few-layer black phosphorus has attracted considerable interest
since 2014, as demonstrated by the 700+ papers published in
this field in 2019 alone. This is fueled by the performance
limits of the Si-based technology and the intrinsic limitations
of graphene. Phosphorene is a stable monoelement two-
dimensional (2D) p-type semiconductor with potential
applications in broadband photoresponse field-effect transis-
tors (FETs)1 and sensors (e.g., NO2,
2,3 NH3,
4 humidity,5 and
biomolecules6). These applications rely on the charge transfer
process between black phosphorus and metal electrodes. Thus,
a better understanding of these junctions is required for the
design of electric devices.7,8
Black phosphorus exhibits highly tunable electronic proper-
ties between those of graphene and transition-metal
dichalcogenides. For instance, the measured electronic band
gap of black phosphorus is direct and varies with the number
of layers between 0.3 eV (i.e., bulk) and ∼2.2 eV (i.e.,
monolayer),9,10 and the carrier mobility of exfoliated materials
(1000 and 6000 cm2 V−1 s−1)10 is in the middle between values
reported for graphene (15,000−200,000 cm2 V−1 s−1)11,12 and
those for transition-metal dichalcogenides (10−1000 cm2 V−1
s−1).13 Nevertheless, black phosphorus is easier to oxidize than
other 2D materials. The energy barrier for the formation of the
transition state during the oxidation of the black phosphorus
monolayer is the lowest (i.e., 0.1−0.5 eV)14,15 in comparison
with other 2D materials (e.g., graphene: 2.2−2.7 eV,16
MoS2:1.6 eV,
17 and h-BN: 1.2−2.6 eV18). This disadvantage
will be an obstacle for the industrial application of black
phosphorus unless a deeper understanding of the oxidation of
2D materials and better control of the process is achieved.19−23
It would be highly desirable to avoid repeating the fate of
graphene, for which quality (e.g., defects) and standardization
issues have emerged as barriers for the industrial application
regardless of the academic enthusiasm for the beauty of the
science involved.
For black phosphorus, two different approaches have
emerged to overcome the oxidation issues: (i) chemical
functionalization and passivation and (ii) band gap engineering
by native oxides. Recently, several examples of passivation and
covalent functionalization of black phosphorus have been
published20,24−26 to tackle this issue, and improved stabilities
of micromechanically exfoliated samples have been achieved at
room temperature for evaluation periods of several weeks.
However, in situ methods are still required to determine the
stability of the passivated/functionalized materials under
operating conditions. The band gap engineering by oxidation
has been proposed in theoretical studies,21 but there is an
ongoing debate in the recent literature on the relative stability
and characterization of the different types of oxides (see Figure
1) under near-equilibrium conditions. Somewhat contradictory
results have been published regarding the stability of planar,
surface, and tubular types of oxides, with works pointing to the
higher stability of either the planar (Figure 1d)21 or the surface
oxide (Figure 1a).27,28
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The precise identification of the different types of oxides by
XPS has been challenging. This can be seen from different
studies that have assigned the same fitted peak at 131.5 eV to
the PO (dangling) or the P−O−P (bridging oxides) during
the deconvolution of experimental spectra.26,29 Moreover, the
precise bending energy varies with concentration, and the
relative intensities are weak, making the measurement and
identification more demanding. Nevertheless, XPS has been
successfully used for the evaluation of passivation, which
improves the stability of transistors in ambient conditions, for
example, by confirming the formation of the P−S, P−F, or the
P−O−−NH3+−R bondings when black phosphorus is
functionalized with sulfur,30 fluor,31 or alkylamines,32 respec-
tively.
For pristine exfoliated black phosphorus, the dependence of
the electronic band gap on the number of layers is well-known
since 2014,33 and the largest variations of the electronic
structure occur between the monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer
systems, mainly at the position of the valence band maximum
(VBM).33,34 In practice, it means that the potential barrier
height between exfoliated black phosphorus (p-type, room-
temperature semiconductor) and metal electrodes is highly
sensitive to the number of layers in transducer applications.
However, even though the oxidation process affects the
electronic structure of exfoliated black phosphorus more than
the number of layers (the expected expansion of the band gap
is larger than 6 eV21), the performance of phosphorene oxides
has been scarcely investigated experimentally for electric
devices.35,36
In this work, we investigate the formation of different types
of oxides and their impacts in contacts between gold and black
phosphorus. Measuring the activation energy for thermally
activated electric conductance provides a simple, economical,
and fast method to evaluate the effects of oxidative processes in
few-layer black phosphorus on electric devices. Additionally,
our DFT calculations evidence a higher probability for the
formation of the dangling oxygen position than for interstitial
or bridging positions, with the latter two at degenerated levels.
More importantly, relevant electronic differences are demon-
strated by the occurrence of different types of oxides in the
contact between gold electrodes and oxidized black phospho-
rus.
■ METHODS
Few-layer black phosphorous (BP) flakes were produced with
the same protocol as in our previous studies:37 for liquid-phase
exfoliation with an ultra-sonication bath (35 kHz, 120 W), 5
mg of bulk BP crystal purchased from HQ Graphene (the
Netherlands) was added to 15 mL of acetone in a glass vial and
closed with a septum cap. The mixture was purged with argon
and ultrasonicated for 24 h at 298 K. The sample was allowed
to sediment overnight, and only the supernatant was collected
and labeled as BP AsEx. The light absorption of the BP AsEx
suspensions is correlated with the degree of exfoliation. From
the UV−vis spectra (UV-3600 Plus, Shimadzu), optical band
gaps were measured and compared against previous exper-
imental and theoretical results to confirm the identification of
the material. Also, the obtained materials were characterized
using an FEI TECNAI G2 20 X-Twin transmission electron
microscope (TEM) operated at 200 kV accelerating voltage
and Raman spectroscopy (Senterra II, Bruker, λ = 532 nm) as
well.
Temperature-dependent current−voltage characteristics
were measured with a Keithley 2401 source meter. Four-wire
connections were used for the measurements in the voltage
range − 0.5 V to +0.5 V. For the electrical characterization, the
exfoliated sample (BP AsEx) was drop-cast on gold
interdigitated electrodes purchased from Micrux technologies
(Spain) with a spacing of 5 μm between the gold electrodes
and a glass substrate (see the Supporting Information, Figure
S1). This assembly was placed in a closed-cell (Linkam
HFS600E microscopic stage) that allows simultaneous temper-
ature control, gas atmosphere control, Raman spectrometry,
and current−voltage measurements. The cell was purged with
argon and pre-treated at 398 K for 30 min to remove any water
and remnant solvent traces. After the pre-treatment, the sample
is cooled to 298 K and the measurements were made in an
argon flow atmosphere.
The geometrical structures for each phosphorene oxide are
evaluated using the density functional theory (DFT), as is
implemented in SIESTA.38 For that purpose, conservative
norm pseudopotentials are used in addition to localized atomic
orbitals, specifically, the polarized double-ζ base. For the
exchange and correlation functional, we used the GGA
approximation.39 All structures are relaxed until the forces on
each atom fall under 0.02 eV/Å. The calculation was done for a
supercell of 5 × 4 × 1, ensuring a minimal vacuum space
between perpendicular images of 10 Å. The total energy
convergence is achieved by using a Monkhorst-Pack grid of 2 ×
2 × 1 to sample the Brillouin zone. For calculating the total
density of states (DOS), we employed a dense k-point grid of
51 × 51 × 1. The work function was defined as
Ev Efϕ = − (1)
where Ev is the vacuum energy, and Ef is the Fermi energy
level. To get the vacuum energy, we employed the Macroave
SIESTA tool.
The oxide occupation percentage is defined as the ratio of
oxygen atoms needed to form an oxide (dangling: 1,
interstitial: 1, dangling+interstitial: 2) by the number of
available sites. In the case of the 5 × 4 × 1 supercell, 80
Figure 1. Schematic representation of an oxygen atom at (a) dangling, (b) bridge, (c) interstitial, and (d) dangling and interstitial positions.
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phosphorus atoms provide 40 available sites to be occupied by
oxygen atoms.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several models of phosphorene oxide (BPox) have been
proposed15,21,26,28 including the following metastable oxides:
dangling oxygen, when the oxygen atom is chemically bonded
on the surface to one single phosphorus atom; oxygen bridge,
for the oxygen atom chemically bonded to two consecutive
phosphorus atoms, and interstitial oxygen when the oxygen
atom penetrates the lattice. These models predicted BPoxs to
be stable in both stoichiometric and nonstoichiometric
configurations,15 and they have shown that phosphorene
oxidation can lead to the formation of a new family of
phosphorus oxides where the band gap can be modulated by
varying the oxygen concentration in the lattice.21 The novelty
of the present approach is that we combine both experimental
and first-principles results to study the oxidation-induced
changes in the work function of phosphorene.
Experimentally, the characterization of the BP nanoflakes
shows a hydrodynamic size of 250 ± 60 nm (DLS, Malvern,
Zetasizer-NanoZS) in agreement with TEM images (Figure
2a) and two absorption edges in the UV−vis spectrum (Figure
2b): the first corresponding to an electronic band gap of ∼1.57
eV (i.e., exciton binding energy: −31.1 meV in acetone40) and
a shoulder at ∼600 nm, which corresponds to an optical
bandgap of 2.1 eV (Figure 2b) in good agreement with the
expected values for monolayers and bilayers, respectively.33,34
We can conclude that the obtained suspension is composed of
monolayers, bilayers, and up to 4-layer flakes, as previously
reported for a similar exfoliation protocol.23,37 It is important
to recall that quantum confinement effects are only visible for
flakes below 20 layers9 and that the yield of few-layer black
phosphorus is significantly higher and reproducible in liquid-
phase exfoliation than in micromechanical methods.40
The Raman A1g/A
2
g = 0.53 ratio of BP AsEx (Figure 2c)
indicates slight oxidation and the formation of metastable
oxides during sample manipulation and exfoliation.36,41−44
However, the identification of the different types of oxides and
their impacts on the performance of electric devices is not yet
evident. The differences in the electronic properties of
metastable BPox are investigated and verified in electrical
resistance measurements and computational experiments
below.
First, from the electrical resistance measurements, three
different processes can be identified for the samples in Figure 3
and Figure S2: (i) at low temperatures (i.e., below 373 K), the
exfoliated black phosphorus exhibits the typical semiconductor
behavior insofar as its resistance decreases with increasing
temperature, (ii) between 373 and 448 K, an anomalous
behavior is characterized by an opposite trend, typical of
ordinary metals (i.e., the electrical resistance increases with
temperature,45 ΔR/ΔT > 0); and (iii) the electrical resistance
decreases again with increasing temperatures above 448 K, as
expected for semiconductors. To our best knowledge, this is
the first time that such complex behavior is reported for
exfoliated BP. The semiconductor-to-metal transition in 2D
materials has been predicted recently for phosphorene,
germanene, and stanine computationally.46−48 For example,
Mounkachi et al. (2018) predicted a semiconductor-to-metal
transition in exfoliated black phosphorus after the adsorption
of four or more Li, Na, or Mg atoms on the surface of the
studied supercell (8 phosphorus atoms) for (Li/Na/Mg)-ion
battery applications,46 but no experimental evidence has been
published yet and the discussion of the phenomena taking
place during oxidation processes is still lacking.
DFT calculations were utilized to investigate the variations
of the electronic structure in comparison with pristine BP and
explain the experimental results presented in Figure 3. For
pristine phosphorene, we report a band gap of 0.85 eV and a
work function of 4.64 eV, but after the addition of one single
oxygen atom at a dangling, bridging, or interstitial position
(Figure 1), slight modifications in the band gap and work
function were observed (Table 1). The largest variations were
found after the formation of the interstitial oxide followed by
the bridging and dangling oxides. The slight decay of the work
function supports experimental results on black phosphorus
published recently49 but also is a common trend for other
oxides.50
In general, our results suggest that the adsorption of one
oxygen atom at the dangling or bridge position does not
Figure 2. (a) TEM image of a few-layer black phosphorus flake; (b)
UV−vis−NIR spectra for the BP AsEx sample suspended in acetone,
with dashed lines indicating the observed absorption edges, and (c)
characteristic Raman spectra for the drop-cast flakes exhibiting the
vibrational modes A1g (365.5 cm
−1), B2g (442.2 cm
−1), and A2g (470.2
cm−1).
Figure 3. (a) Current−voltage characteristics for acetone-exfoliated
black phosphorus in the temperature range 298 to 573 K in an argon
atmosphere. Detailed forward bias in the temperature range (b) 298
to 373 K, (c) 373 to 448 K, and (d) 448 to 573 K. The arrows
indicate the direction of increasing temperature.
Table 1. Calculated Electronic Properties after the Addition
of One Oxygen Atom to a Pristine Phosphorene Layer
Supercell 5x4x1
system band gap (eV) work function (eV) Eb(eV)
BPox dangling 1.00 4.47 1.95
BPox bridge 1.00 4.46 1.29
BPox interstitial 1.04 4.43 1.46
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induce appreciable changes in comparison with the lattice of
pristine phosphorene, whereas the interstitial oxide produces
considerable differences in its surroundings. The binding
energy defined as, i.e., Eb = − (EBP − XO − (EBP + NOEO))/NO
indicates that the adsorption of one oxygen atom at the
dangling position is the most favorable oxide, in agreement
with previous work.15
The general shape of the total DOS (Figure 4) is conserved
for each of the oxygen adsorption site types considered in
Figure 1. However, some new small Van Hove singularities
arise along with all DOS. These singularities are most
prominent for oxides with interstitial oxygens, which suggests
that the increase in the concentration of adsorbed oxygen
could induce great changes in the phosphorene electronic
structure and absorption. In conclusion, after the addition of
one single oxygen atom, our computational model shows a
slight increase in the electronic band gap and a lower work
function for all the evaluated types of oxides.
Next, the effect of increasing oxygen concentration was
evaluated for three phosphorene-oxide models: dangling,
interstitial, and dangling + interstitial oxides. For the models,
oxygen atoms are placed randomly in the defined configuration
(Figure 5) to reach oxygen concentrations between 1.2 and
19.2% (see Methods), and these models are used to investigate
the dependence of the electronic properties on the oxide
concentration.
The computational results presented in Figure 6 reveal
striking differences between the work function levels of surface
and interstitial oxides at low oxygen concentrations. Surface
and planar oxides are characterized by a monotonic increase of
the work function with increased oxygen concentration, in
support of recently published experimental results.49 On the
other hand, we show for the first time that the interstitial type
is characterized by a decreasing work function and a larger
expansion of the band gap. The oscillations in Figure 6a for the
interstitial oxide are possibly induced by the random choice of
the interstitial site in our model. At higher oxygen
concentrations (Figure 6c,d), the difference between the
work functions of dangling and interstitial oxides or dangling
and Interstitial + Dangling oxides can be larger than 0.5 eV,
and therefore, these oxides may form different contact types at
the heterojunction between gold and exfoliated black
phosphorus.
The experimental results in Figure 3 show a Schottky-to-
ohmic transition in the type of contact between gold and black
phosphorus at temperatures above 448 K. For junctions
between metals and p-type semiconductors, ohmic contacts are
formed when the work function of the metal is larger than the
work function of the semiconductor. Otherwise (i.e., when the
work function of the metal is smaller than the work function of
the semiconductor), Schottky contacts are formed. Ohmic
contacts are desired for electric devices as they improve
efficiency and reduce heat dissipation that may result in poor
device lifetimes.51 We may conclude that the type of contact
between the Au electrode and the few-layer BPdiscernible
from the shape of the current−voltage characteristic curves
depends on the differences in the work function, the position
of the VBM, and interface states at the heterojunction. This is a
practical example of band gap engineering by oxidation as a
consequence of the work function differences between the
different types of oxides.
Thermogravimetric analysis, differential scanning calorim-
etry, and in situ Raman spectroscopy measurements presented
in our previous work23 help to explain the observed results: a
broad endothermic process and a large expansion in the z
direction perpendicular to the plane have been proposed as the
oxygen endothermic dangling-to-interstitial transition charac-
terized. In this work, the formation of the interstitial oxide is
confirmed by the modification of the work function as
described by our computational results (Figure 6) and reveals
particular trends for each type of metastable oxide.
The activation energy (Ea) of thermally activated electric
conductance for the data in Figure 3 is presented in Figure 7 as
a function of temperature and summarized in Table 2. The
electrical resistance was computed from the slope of the
Figure 4. Total (black), oxygen- (red) and phosphorus- (blue)
project electronic density of states for (a) pristine phosphorene and
phosphorene oxides at (b) dangling, (c) bridge, (d) interstitial, and
(e) dangling+interstitial positions after the adsorption of one oxygen
atom.
Figure 5. Typical models illustrating the evaluation of the oxygen
concentration at (a) interstitial and (b) dangling+interstitial positions.
Figures represent an oxygen concentration of 11.1 and 18.4%.
Figure 6. Variations of the (a) work function and (b) electronic band
gap at low oxygen concentrations at dangling (D) and interstitial (I)
positions. Variation of the (c) work function and (d) band gap at
higher oxygen concentration at dangling+interstitial (D + I) positions.
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current−voltage curves, and the activation energy was








Here, R is the electrical resistance in ohms, R0 is the intercept
at 0 K, Ea is the activation energy in eV, KB is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin.
Equation 2 describes intrinsic processes in the semi-
conductor: at higher temperatures, more and more carriers
are activated getting through higher energy levels; therefore,
the transition region (the yellow region in Figure 7) must be
explained by an exogenous process. This can be the
incorporation of oxygen atoms into the lattice and the
formation of a new type of oxide with interstitial oxygen atoms.
Monotonic decay of carrier mobility and ION/IOFF ratios
have been identified as a consequence of oxidation in ambient
conditions for 21 days. Typically, exfoliated black phosphorus
carrier mobility and ION/IOFF ratios range between 500−1000
cm2V−1 s−1 and 102−103, respectively, but after oxidation, 90
and 95% reductions have been reported for hole mobility and
ION/IOFF ratios, respectively.
30,52 In more detail, it has been
identified that oxygen exposure may affect FET devices in a
two-step process: first, during oxygen physisorption (i.e.,
before chemical oxidation), only electron mobility is sup-
pressed, but next, after chemical oxidation (light assisted),
significant hole and electron mobility reductions were also
reported.53
In summary, the complete picture of few-layer black
phosphorus oxidation can be presented as follows. First,
surface-oxidized few-layer black phosphorus with low oxygen
concentration per unit cell is formed during sonication and
sample manipulation. It is present at temperatures below 373
K. During the endothermic and mass transition in the
temperature range 373 to 448 K, the material most likely
contains a mixed phase of planar and surface oxides and higher
oxygen concentration, when available. Finally, at temperatures
above 448 K, the interstitial oxides are the most stable forms
with measurable consequences in lattice deformation23 and the
electronic structure (Figure 6). This presents unexpected
opportunities for electric device engineering using interstitial
phosphorene oxide, as interstitial oxides exhibit unique trends
responsible for doubling the band gap while decreasing the
work function of exfoliated black phosphorus. At the end of the
endothermic process, the ohmic contact is due to a better band
alignment where charge carriers can flow without potential
barrier height (or minimal) between the gold electrode and the
oxidized few-layer BP.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Bandgap engineering by native oxides has been proposed
recently in theoretical works.21 Here, we present the first
experimental evidence that interstitial oxides may indeed
improve the band alignment between Au electrodes and
exfoliated black phosphorus for transducer applications. Our
computational calculations evidence a monotonic increase of
the work function with the oxygen concentration at the
dangling position explaining the increased electrical resistance
in electric devices used recently as the indicator of degradation.
Moreover, a dangling-to-interstitial oxide transition abruptly
modifies the lattice and electronic structure of the material
between 373 and 448 K.
The formation of metastable black phosphorus oxides has
been reported for liquid-phase exfoliated materials.43,44 Here,
new evidence on the relative stability of the dangling and
interstitial oxide at room temperature has been presented. The
surface oxides are the primary outcome of the few-layer black
phosphorus oxidation, and the transition to the planar
configuration requires additional energy. The dangling-to-
interstitial transition starts at 373 K in agreement with the
thermally activated electric conduction measurements and
previous results.23 This temperature for the phosphorene
oxides transition is an operational limit to be considered in
future applications of exfoliated black phosphorus, as the
electronic structure is modified and can alter the response of
devices, for example, in transducer applications.
A secondary outcome of the present work is that the
activation energy for thermally activated electric conduction is
a good quantitative descriptor of oxidation processes. Since
measuring electrical resistance as a function of temperature is
much more feasible than some other methods previously
utilized for monitoring oxidation processes (e.g., Raman
spectroscopy and thermogravimetry), we propose that this
methodology could be useful for the evaluation of passivated/
functionalized few-layer black phosphorus. The dangling-to-
interstitial transition would be possible only in the presence of
small dangling substituents less affected by steric effects (i.e.,
dangling oxygen in this case). The absence of such substituents
(i.e., pristine few-layer black phosphorus) would result in a
lattice thermal expansion without the deformations measured
for the out-of-plane vibrations detected with in situ Raman
spectroscopy.23 The activation energy for thermally activated
electric conduction for semiconducting surface oxides (79
meV) was ∼40 times lower than that for semiconducting
planar oxides (3295 meV).
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Figure 7. Arrhenius plot for the calculation of the activation energy of
thermally activated electric conductance. Black squares represent
measurement points and their standard deviation. The red square
denotes an outlier, and dashed lines indicate the linear fits according
to eq 2. The dangling-to-interstitial transition region is marked in
yellow.
Table 2. Activation Energies for Selected Thermally
Activated Electric Conduction Processes
material Ea (meV) ref.
few-layer BP oxide (dangling) 79.7 this work
few-layer BP oxide (interstitial) 3295 this work
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Basic characterization and activation energy data for
thermally activated electric conduction for comparison
and verification purposes; current−voltage character-
istics in an oxygen-rich atmosphere and multilayer
samples for comparison and verification; and DOS
variations with the oxygen concentration at dangling and
interstitial positions (PDF)
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